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BLASK Series

A perfect coating solution based on an advanced nano-coating technology for improving and protecting the exterior of new cars 

POWERED BY RAYNO

Extraordinary Gloss and Protection

Superb Hydrophobic Superior Gloss Anti-Scratc Anti-Fouling Restoration

01 A reliable data analysis system based on accurate measurements for each gloss part 

02 A high-performance product based on a Nano Coating Technology for durability, strong superior gloss, and superb hydrophobic

03 The best quality control through premium care services by automotive paint coating experts 

FEATURE

RX 711
Easy and speedy paint coating agent 
featuring outstanding usability

RX 752
High performance paint coating agent

LX 904
Premium leather coating agent

RX 520
Well-balanced paint coating agent

GX 910
High performance, 
hydrophobic glass coating agent

Best sense of slick, superior gloss, superb 
hydrophobic and easy installation. It keeps 
beauty of new cars and helps car wash, and 
care. 

Main component  Polysilazane  

Best ability and durability among Blask 
lineups. Nano Technology of Blask sticks 
glossy � lms and paint coating area of cars, 
and maintains high gloss at the level of new 
cars for a long time.

Main component  75% Siloxane

LX 904 forms hydrophobic coating layer to 
protect leather from exterior dust. It protects 
natural texture and color of leathers to 
maintain the exclusiveness of cars for a long 
time, and prevents discoloration and anti-
fouling to maximize the convenience.

Features a strong chemical resistance and anti-
fouling to protect car from various 
external environmental factors Including acid 
rain, bird secretion, insect carcass, calcium 
chloride, and UV light. It presents a perfect 
balance ability to reasonable price and usability.

Main component  52% Siloxane

Perfect visibility during rains or nighttime and 
excellent hydrophobic performance for a long 
time. Not necessary to use windshield wipers 
with strong hydrophobic coating whenever 
driving more than medium speed. It repels 
rainwater to drive more comfortable
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